Adobe Workfront Scenario
Planner

Simplify Continuous Planning and Choose the Best Path Forward
To successfully respond and thrive in today’s ever-shifting market,
organizations need to continuously adapt, especially when it comes to
strategic and capacity planning.
Workfront Scenario Planner is a dynamic planning tool that simplifies
continuous planning, so organizations can quickly compare scenarios, identify
resource bottlenecks, and build high-level, execution-ready plans.
Rego Consulting offers two off-the-shelf implementation packages for Workfront
Scenario Planner, tailored to deliver maximum value to your unique business needs. Our
expert guides are also happy to customize a package to a specific scope or use case.

Scenario Planner Tier One – Inputs and Training
You’re already a planning pro; you simply need to set up the new tool. We will provide
all the necessary inputs to jump in and get started. Once you’ve gathered what you
need, an interactive working session will have you oriented and building your scenarios
immediately.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define objectives, review key drivers, and business needs (3 hours)
Quick review of organizational planning processes (4 hours)
Develop Planning Personas and create recommendations (6 hours)
Configure the Scenario Planner (2 hours)
Implement training and coaching plan according to initial objectives (6 hours)
Facilitate two working sessions with key stakeholders (4 hours)
Provide post-launch alignment consulting, training, coaching, and support (4 hours)

Logistics
Scope:
One Leadership Team/Planning Group

Hours:
30

Price:
$5,550

Scenario Planner Tier Two – A Deep Dive into “The How”
You know where you’re headed, but it seems like a wrench keeps getting thrown into the
plan. It could be market shifts, resource issues, or mid-cycle budget changes, but it all
points to the same problem – you’re not delivering to your potential. Rego expert guides
can help identify challenges and build an approach to execution planning, so you’ll be
modeling scenarios in three to four weeks.
• Define Vision and Objectives (3 Hours): Work with leaders to review key drivers and business needs.
Determine objectives, scope, and develop a unified vision for enterprise scenario planning initiatives.
• Conduct Discovery Sessions (6 Hours): Assess current organizational planning processes and gaps or
opportunities that might benefit from scenario planning.
• Define Scenario Planning Personas and Approach (16 Hours): Develop enterprise Planning Personas and
use them to define scenario planning strategies, applications, and use cases.
• Configure Workfront and Workfront Scenario Planner (2 Hours): Design and configure the Workfront
Scenario Planner to support the new approach.
• Roll-out with a Focus on Adoption:
• Develop a Phased Roll-out Strategy (4 Hours): Develop a transition plan that ensures adoption through
iterative implementation to enable continuous learning and adapting. The approach involves launching
a pilot phase with an initial super-user group with basic training and feedback reviews to inform future
phases. These phases will roll out in waves across cross-functional teams.
• Launch Communication plan (4 Hours): Develop and execute a communications plan, including
general announcements, all-hands or staff meeting presentations, and cadence recommendations for
effective communications leading up to, during, and after the transition.
• Create Training and Reference Documentation (7 Hours): Design customized training and reference
material to help leaders and organizational units learn processes and behaviors to execute the new
approach.
• Training and Coaching for Adoption (40 Hours): Launch training and adoption events – cascade
training to all planners, facilitate working sessions with key stakeholders, and provide on-the-job
coaching.
• Post-launch Review, Coaching, and Support (8 Hours): Conduct post-launch review with leaders and pilot
team. Provide coaching, training, and troubleshooting to leaders, teams, and/or individuals to ensure a
smooth transition and address any questions or concerns.

Logistics
Scope:
Leadership Team + 200 people

Hours:
90

Price:
$16,650
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